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MSYSA Olympic Development Program 
Mission Statement 

 
Maryland State Youth Soccer Association’s Olympic Development Program inspires 
Maryland’s youth soccer players to develop and improve their soccer abilities to the 
fullest of their potential and identify and showcase those players whose skills and 
talents can add to the success of the US Youth Soccer Region I teams and US National 
teams.  
 
 
 
 
Thoughts on living our mission: 
 
The Maryland State ODP presents a unique soccer opportunity for MSYSA’s most talented 
soccer players and with that opportunity comes a very difficult challenge for the program and its 
coaching staff.  The first task for the Maryland State ODP is to develop players.  While the game 
of soccer and the abilities of players have changed and evolved over the years, the need for 
development and refinement of soccer skills remains a significant need for MSYSA’s youth 
soccer players.  The Maryland State ODP will continue to focus on providing a variety of 
opportunities for motivated players to challenge themselves by training and competing outside 
of their comfort zone. It is our mission as Maryland State ODP coaches, to help develop all 
players who participate in the program throughout the season.  Investing time and effort in the 
general population of soccer players will help to further the development of the game and 
provide new challenges for the elite players.  
 
The second task of the Maryland State ODP is to identify those players who can move onto and 
be successful on the Region I and US National teams.  While the second task still focuses on 
the individual player, this part of the mission will force the state coach to make choices and 
coaching decisions for the group or team that will help promote and showcase MSYSA’s most 
talented players.  In short, Maryland State ODP coaches will be forced to make decisions that 
put the needs of the one or few above the needs of the many.  By its very nature, this directive 
will create difficult decisions and can be at conflict with “player development”.  However, 
teamwork is all about contributing and making sacrifices to a greater good of the team.  Through 
guidance by the coach, players learn and understand that being a part of the team is their 
acceptance of the unwritten agreement of teamwork.  Coaches must make sure that each 
player knows and values their role on the team and how that works toward the greater good.  
 
It is the goal of the curriculum to strengthen the program as it works toward achieving and living 
its mission statement.  With a clear and focused plan, all teams within the program can work to 
support each other and put forth a consistent product to the MSYSA players and their families. 
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MSYSA Olympic Development Program 
Curriculum Overview 

 
The objective of the Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum is to make the training 
environment as dynamic and beneficial as possible.  This coaching curriculum is based on the 
standards put forth by USSF and Claudio Reyna in the USSF Coaching Curriculum, the 2016 
Georgia Soccer ODP Coaching Manual, and the 2013 New Hampshire ODP curriculum.  
(Please reference the USSF Curriculum and Georgia Coaching Manual posted on our website).  
The Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum will use the terminology established by USSF.  
The U12 – U14 age teams will be referred to as “intermediate” level and the U15 – U17 age 
teams will be referred to as “advanced”. 
 
The Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum is a work in progress and the 2018 Maryland 
State ODP season is the first year applying the curriculum.  At this time, the curriculum is 
gender neutral and establishes key ideas and themes as defining benchmarks.  The real 
challenge will be with the Maryland State ODP coaches as they move forward and apply the 
ideas and concepts established by the curriculum.  Over the next Maryland State ODP season 
(2018) observations and data will be collected in an effort to refine the current curriculum. Any 
and all suggestions should be directed to the MSYSA Programs Director.  An updated and 
refined Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum will be presented to the coaches each year, if 
necessary. 
 
The Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum is intended to be a flexible and dynamic tool that 
adapts to the various age and gender players while targeting the most essential technical and 
tactical skills.  In the end, it is the goal of the curriculum to give individual players and Maryland 
State ODP teams the best opportunity to perform at the highest level.  Over the coming years, 
the Maryland State ODP will strive to develop players who are technically and tactically 
proficient, have a strong work ethic, are highly competitive with a desire to win and know how to 
apply their skills in a variety of environments.  
 
The Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum has three (3) key elements; developing quality 
and competitive training habits, teaching technique, and teaching tactical awareness.  These 
three key facets are to be taught in a functional training environment that challenges the players 
and pushes them beyond their comfort zones.  Finally, the coaching curriculum places a high 
emphasis on developing players who are prepared physically and mentally for the challenges 
presented by regional and national events, specifically the Region I ODP tournament and the 
Region I identification camp. 
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The intermediate Maryland State ODP training pools (U12 – U14) have players who are filled 
with excitement and dreams of playing on the national team.  However, these players do not yet 
understand the level of commitment and work that is required to compete for and win a place on 
the regional and national teams.  The Maryland State ODP curriculum for the intermediate 
training pools targets teaching and developing strong training habits that will propel the 
intermediate players to the highest levels of soccer, both in the immediate future and later in 
their playing careers.  The training sessions during the U12 to U14 years will place a heavy 
emphasis on technical skills as they apply to individual and small group tactics.  It is the goal of 
the curriculum to develop intermediate players who understand how to train, have learned 
proper technical skills and have started developing a tactical awareness to the ever-changing 
demands of the game. 
 
 
The advanced Maryland State ODP training pools (U15 – U17) have players who have refined 
their goals to better reflect their technical, tactical and physical abilities.  While many still dream 
of making the regional and national teams, most are focused on a more tangible goal of working 
to earn a spot on a college soccer team.  Regardless of the specifics of the individual goals of 
the players, they are all looking to move beyond club and high school soccer.  The Maryland 
State ODP curriculum for the advanced training pools shifts its focus from teaching and 
developing training habits to utilizing the learned training habits to develop a focused and 
tactically savvy player that understands multiple systems of play and has the technical ability to 
execute a variety of styles of play.  The training sessions during the U15 to U17 years will push 
players to use their technical skills in a variety of situations in small and large group 
environments (such objectives include playing when the team is a goal up or down, playing 
through single or double strikers, breaking down a bunkered defense in the final third, etc.).  It is 
the goal of the curriculum to develop advanced players who are technically proficient and 
tactically savvy.  MSYSA’s advanced players will be able to read the game quickly and adjust 
their technical skills and tactical choices to best breakdown and defend against the opposition. 
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Maryland State ODP Coaching Curriculum 
 
The Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum consists of a variety of topics specific to a given 
age group.  These topics are designed to build and support the topics at the next age group.  
Therefore, the list of topics at any age group also includes all the topics from the previous age 
group. 
 
It is the expectation of the Maryland State ODP coaching curriculum that the training topics will 
be presented in a functional environment.  Players will be exposed to activities that replicate the 
true game of soccer.  Basic drills like 1v.1’s and keep-away games are acceptable fundamental 
stage activities, but those drills must be quickly followed by highly competitive and dynamic 
activities that challenge players physically, mentally and technically.   
 

I. Intermediate Aged Teams (U12 – U14) 
a. U12 Age Group 

The U12 age is the entry point for players into the Maryland State ODP.  Many 
players are now part of travel club soccer.  They will be moving from the 9v.9 to the 
11v.11 environment.  While their skills are still developing, they are displaying 
talents, both technically and tactically, that allows them to begin replicating the full 
game at 11v.11.  However, it is their physical abilities that are still in its infancy.  
From speed to strength, the U12 players are unable to physically meet the 
challenges of a full field (100 x 60 yards).  It is critical that the coaches of the 
intermediate players understand the dichotomy of the situation and focus their 
coaching on technical proficiency while under pressure in individual and small 
groups. 
 
12U Training Objectives 

• Technical Skills While Under Pressure 
o Passing (short and long) 
o Receiving 
o 1v.1 Dribbling for Penetration 
o Turning 
o Shooting 

• Training mentality (toughness) 
• Tactical awareness with ball (Individual and small groups) 
• Individual defending 
• Team alignment in 9v.9 formation as it relates to 11v.11 

 
b. 13U Age Group 

While the 13U age group is the second year of Maryland State ODP for many 
players, it is the first year the players experience the full Maryland State ODP 
schedule at the regional level.  The 13U age group is the youngest age group invited 
to participate at the East Region ODP Tournament.   
 
The 13U age group is still navigating many of the physical and mental challenges 
that were addressed at the 12U age group.  However, the players are growing 
physically and are becoming better accustomed to the 11v.11 game and it is this 
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transition from being reactive players to dynamic and proactive players who can alter 
the flow of a game.  The 13U age group is considered an age of awakening. 
 
The players must continue to develop and refine their technical skills.  Yet, the 
training must challenge the players to execute the soccer skills efficiently and while 
under pressure.  It is the goal to develop players who are becoming more tactically 
aware to the game’s demands and can utilize a variety of skills to play through a 
situation.   
 
13U Training Objectives 

• Technical Skills While Under Pressure 
o Passing (including driven over distance) 
o Receiving for technical speed 
o 1v.1 Dribbling for penetration and possession 
o Heading 
o Turning with pressure 
o Finishing 

• Executing Technical Skills Unique to Situations 
o Flank play (e.g. 1v.1 to endline, combo play in 2v.1 situations) 
o Possession vs. penetration  
o Playing long services and receiving high balls (e.g. playing with back 

to goal) 
• Supporting angles for possession 
• Defending in small groups (2’s and 3’s, striking distance, reading opponent’s 

options) 
 

c. 14U Age Group 
The 14U age group is the final stage in the intermediate age groups.  The players 
are still physically growing and they are at a variety of stages in their growth.  Yet, 
the level of play by this age group has become more dynamic as the players have 
become more comfortable with the 11v.11 format and larger space of the field.   
 
The training for the 14U age group moves from a generic “speed of play” theme to 
specific adaptations of technical and tactical skills within the Maryland State ODP 
system of play (see System of Play).  Players are exposed to a variety of conditions 
and situations that help them to better understand the strategies associated with 
Maryland State ODP’s team formation, 1-4-3-3 however, other systems of play can 
be used in the Maryland State ODP based on the player personnel.   
 
14U Training Objectives 

• Technical skills 
o Receiving air balls and playing to partner 
o Flighted balls (Driven, bent, chipped, etc.) 
o Deceptive moves to penetrate and possess 

• Combination play (technical moves and tactical runs) 
• Pattern play through areas of the field (flanks, defensive middle, attacking 

midfield, etc.) 
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• Layer and team defending 
• Finishing 
• Finding key match-ups within the flow of the game (Adjusting style and 

rhythm to take advantage of opposition’s weakness) 
 

II. Advanced Aged Teams (15U – 17U) 
a. 15U Age Group 

The 15U aged players are now preparing for high school and embracing the variety 
of demands the full 11v.11 game offers.  While the players are still growing, both in 
strength and height, the 15U aged players are settling into their bodies.   
 
The 15U age group is now challenged to utilize their technical and tactical skills and 
apply them to the Maryland State ODP system of play (see System of Play).  Players 
will begin to specialize in specific positions and master the skills and tactical 
knowledge unique to their position of choice.  
 
15U Training Objectives 

• Technical skills 
o Pace/weight of passes 
o Multiple surface of foot passes 
o Defensive heading 

• Positional role awareness within STATE ODP system of play 
o Partnership with neighboring teammates 
o Positional flow, runs and patterns 

• Team defending and maintaining team shape 
• Reading flow of game and adjusting style of attack/defense 
• Sophisticated attacking options and breaking into final third 

o Getting players forward when playing with 1 or 2 strikers 
o Flank play to endline and crosses 
o Combination play from middle to final third 

 
b. 16U Age Group 

The 16U aged players have reached a critical point in their development.  They are 
high school players who are looking to prepare for their movement into the college 
ranks.  The players are beginning their search for the perfect school and it is their 
first steps in the college recruiting process.   
 
The training for the 16U teams now focus on the nuances of the larger game.  
Players are challenged to read the game on the fly and identify the best solutions to 
breaking down a team’s attack or defense.  
 
16U Training Objectives 

• Technical skills 
• Mental toughness and competitive attitude (e.g. play full 80 minutes, finish 

strong) 
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• Variety of finishing options 
o Long distance shooting 
o Early crosses and services from endline 
o Combination play to breakdown defensive line at top of penalty box. 

• Keys to transition to attack and counter attacking 
• Defending strategies and groups (e.g. holding midfielders with center backs, 

midfielders and strikers) 
 

c. 17U Age Groups 
The 17U age players have reached the top level of the program.  The players are 
focused on their transition and selection to college.  They have multiple years of 
experience playing the game and are now in a position to execute the highest levels 
of technical skills and tactical awareness. 
 
17U Training Objectives 

• Technical skills 
• Mental toughness, competitive attitude and playing to win the game 
• Team defending (e.g. high or low pressure, pressure pockets) 
• Flexibility in shifting between styles of attacking play 
• Game management (e.g. playing up or down in goals) 
• Adjusting to and playing through adversity 
• Striving to replicate professional attitude and mentality 
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Maryland State ODP Season Training Outline 
 
The 2018 Maryland State ODP season has four (4) unique segments.  A description of each of 
the season segments is listed below. 
 

1. Open Tryouts 
The Maryland State ODP holds open tryouts for each of the age group pools between 
the months of September and November.   
 

2. Winter Training 
Most age groups of the Maryland State ODP will train indoors beginning in mid/late 
January with the following structure: 
a. 15 minutes dynamic warm-ups off of the field 
b. 75 minutes of field time 
c. 30 minutes of classroom time 

 
The focus of the Maryland State ODP winter training is to develop individual player skills 
and help the coaching staff to learn more about each player’s technical and tactical 
abilities. Coaches should also use this time to structure each pool into appropriate teams 
for the VA Friendlies. All players will travel to the event and play in teams that will 
challenge them without strictly separating based on skill or position.  

 
3. Spring Training 

The focus of the spring training is to develop team concepts and tactics as well as 
develop the players individually.  Using the information and skills highlighted during the 
winter, the coaching staff is looking to prepare the State Team(s) for the East Region 
Tournament and to promote the players from the State training pool to the East Region 
training pools.   

 
The spring training season begins in March.  For the 2018 season, the first outdoor 
training session is held on March 12th for most of the 13U-17U program; March 26th for 
the 12U program. For the most part, the Maryland State ODP holds training sessions 
once a week on Monday’s from the start date until the end of June for 90 minutes each.   
 
The 2018 training season consists of the following  

• 3 Indoor sessions (B13U-17U, G13U-15U) 
• 11 Outdoor training sessions (B13U-17U, G13U-17U) 
• 10 Outdoor training sessions (B/G 12U)  
• VA Friendlies (B13U-17U, G13U-15U) 
• East Region ODP Tournament (B/G 13U-17U) 
• State 12U B/G play day 
• Regional 12U B/G play day 
• East Region Mini-camp (B/G 16U-17U) 

 
NOTE:  One of the outdoor training sessions listed above for 13U-17U occur after the 
Region I Tournament.  This final training session is intended to help players prepare for 
the upcoming identification camp.  Topics for this session have not been assigned.  The 
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head coaches will choose appropriate topics based on the play of the team and 
individuals coming out of the tournament.  Team concepts are no longer important, but 
rather, players need to be better educated on the principles of attack and defense and 
be able to work with players they will meet for the first time at the identification camp.  
Coaches should also be working to educate the players on the variety of physical and 
mental challenges they will face at camp. 
   

4. Summer State Team Training at East Region Identification Camps 
All players in the B/G 12U-17U State Pools are invited to participate at the East Region 
Identification camps.   
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Maryland State ODP Training Topics 
 
Listed below are the training topics for the spring 2018 training sessions.  The topics are based 
on the themes consistent with USSF age-based curriculum listed earlier.  While the topics have 
been determined, it is still the responsibility of the head coach of the age group to create a 
training session that will highlight the topic as described by the curriculum, which includes the 
system and styles of play for the Maryland State ODP (Please refer to the Systems and Styles 
of Play for specifics).  
 
 
 
 

12U Age Group Training Session Topics 
 

Session Name Session Topic 
Outdoor Training 1 System and style of play 1-3-2-3; related to 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 2 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4/5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 3 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4/5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 4 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4/5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 5 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 6 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 
Outdoor Training 7 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 8 Team defending, line of confrontation 
Outdoor Training 9 Restarts and team organization 

Outdoor Training 10 Season review and final tournament prep 
 

12U Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 
 

Session Name Session Topic 
Outdoor Training 1 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 2 Dealing with low balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 3 Distribution to build the attack, shot stopping 
Outdoor Training 4 Distribution to build the attack, shot stopping 
Outdoor Training 5 Crosses, angles of play 
Outdoor Training 6 Transition between phases of play, dictating the team rhythm 
Outdoor Training 7 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 9 Restarts and team organization 

Outdoor Training 10 Season review and final tournament prep 
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13U Age Group Training Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 System and style of play 1-4-3-3, classroom discussion of formation and system 

Indoor Training 2 
Positionally specific small and large group defending, classroom discussion of 
principles and style related to session 

Indoor Training 3 Building the attack, classroom discussion of principles and style related to session 
Outdoor Training 4 System, phases and style of play 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 5 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 6 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 7 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 8 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 9 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 

Outdoor Training 10 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 11 Team defending, line of confrontation 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep 
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 

 
13U Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Indoor Training 2 Dealing with low balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Indoor Training 3 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping 

Outdoor Training 4 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 5 Dealing with med/high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 6 Where to receive, distribution to build the attack, shot stopping,  
Outdoor Training 7 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping, second save 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with crosses, angles of play 

Outdoor Training 9 
Shot stopping into distribution: Transition between phases of play, dictating the team 
rhythm  

Outdoor Training 10 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 11 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep   
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 
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14U Age Group Training Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 System and style of play 1-4-3-3, classroom discussion of formation and system 

Indoor Training 2 
Positionally specific small and large group defending, classroom discussion of 
principles and style related to session 

Indoor Training 3 Building the attack, classroom discussion of principles and style related to session 
Outdoor Training 4 System, phases and style of play 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 5 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 6 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 7 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 8 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 9 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 

Outdoor Training 10 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 11 Team defending, line of confrontation 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep 
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 

 
14U Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Indoor Training 2 Dealing with low balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Indoor Training 3 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping 

Outdoor Training 4 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 5 Dealing with med/high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 6 Where to receive, distribution to build the attack, shot stopping,  
Outdoor Training 7 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping, second save 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with crosses, angles of play 

Outdoor Training 9 
Shot stopping into distribution: Transition between phases of play, dictating the team 
rhythm  

Outdoor Training 10 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 11 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep   
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 
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15U Age Group Training Session Topics 
 

Session Name Session Topic 
Indoor Training 1 System and style of play 1-4-3-3, classroom discussion of formation and system 

Indoor Training 2 
Positionally specific small and large group defending, classroom discussion of 
principles and style related to session 

Indoor Training 3 Building the attack, classroom discussion of principles and style related to session 
Outdoor Training 4 System, phases and style of play 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 5 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 6 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 7 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 8 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 
Outdoor Training 9 Possession to penetrate into the final third, central play to unbalance defense 

Outdoor Training 10 Possession to penetrate into the final third, wide play to unbalance defense 
Outdoor Training 11 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep 
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 

 
15U Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Indoor Training 2 Dealing with low balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Indoor Training 3 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping 

Outdoor Training 4 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 5 Dealing with med/high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 6 Where to receive, distribution to build the attack, shot stopping,  
Outdoor Training 7 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping, second save 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with crosses, angles of play 

Outdoor Training 9 
Shot stopping into distribution: Transition between phases of play, dictating the team 
rhythm  

Outdoor Training 10 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 11 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep   
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 
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16U Boys Age Group Training Session Topics 
 

Session Name Session Topic 
Indoor Training 1 System and style of play 1-4-3-3, classroom discussion of formation and system 

Indoor Training 2 
Positionally specific small and large group defending, classroom discussion of 
principles and style related to session 

Indoor Training 3 Building the attack, classroom discussion of principles and style related to session 
Outdoor Training 4 System, phases and style of play 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 5 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 6 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 7 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 8 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 
Outdoor Training 9 Possession to penetrate into the final third, central play to unbalance defense 

Outdoor Training 10 Possession to penetrate into the final third, wide play to unbalance defense 
Outdoor Training 11 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep 
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 

 
16U Boys Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Indoor Training 2 Dealing with low balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Indoor Training 3 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping 

Outdoor Training 4 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 5 Dealing with med/high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 6 Where to receive, distribution to build the attack, shot stopping,  
Outdoor Training 7 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping, second save 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with crosses, angles of play 

Outdoor Training 9 
Shot stopping into distribution: Transition between phases of play, dictating the team 
rhythm  

Outdoor Training 10 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 11 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep   
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 
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17U Boys Age Group Training Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 System and style of play 1-4-3-3, classroom discussion of formation and system 

Indoor Training 2 
Positionally specific small and large group defending, classroom discussion of 
principles and style related to session 

Indoor Training 3 Building the attack, classroom discussion of principles and style related to session 
Outdoor Training 4 System, phases and style of play 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 5 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 6 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 7 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 8 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 
Outdoor Training 9 Possession to penetrate into the final third, central play to unbalance defense 

Outdoor Training 10 Possession to penetrate into the final third, wide play to unbalance defense 
Outdoor Training 11 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep 
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 

 
17U Boys Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Indoor Training 1 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Indoor Training 2 Dealing with low balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Indoor Training 3 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping 

Outdoor Training 4 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 5 Dealing with med/high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 6 Where to receive, distribution to build the attack, shot stopping,  
Outdoor Training 7 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping, second save 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with crosses, angles of play 

Outdoor Training 9 
Shot stopping into distribution: Transition between phases of play, dictating the team 
rhythm  

Outdoor Training 10 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 11 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep   
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 
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16U Girls Age Group Training Session Topics 
 
 

Session Name Session Topic 
Outdoor Training 4 System, phases and style of play 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 5 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 6 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 7 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 8 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 
Outdoor Training 9 Possession to penetrate into the final third, central play to unbalance defense 

Outdoor Training 10 Possession to penetrate into the final third, wide play to unbalance defense 
Outdoor Training 11 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep 
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 

 
16U Girls Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Outdoor Training 4 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 5 Dealing with med/high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 6 Where to receive, distribution to build the attack, shot stopping,  
Outdoor Training 7 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping, second save 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with crosses, angles of play 

Outdoor Training 9 
Shot stopping into distribution: Transition between phases of play, dictating the team 
rhythm  

Outdoor Training 10 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 11 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep   
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 
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17U Girls Age Group Training Session Topics 
 
 

Session Name Session Topic 
Outdoor Training 4 System, phases and style of play 1-4-3-3 
Outdoor Training 5 Defensive principles, shape and off the ball movement; 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 6 Attacking principles, building from the GK/defensive line; patterns for 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 8 
Outdoor Training 7 Creating width and flank play; 2, 3, 7, 11 getting forward on attack 
Outdoor Training 8 Rhythm of play, transition between phases of play 
Outdoor Training 9 Possession to penetrate into the final third, central play to unbalance defense 

Outdoor Training 10 Possession to penetrate into the final third, wide play to unbalance defense 
Outdoor Training 11 Penetration into the final third and finishing, roles of the 8, 10, 7, 11, 9 in possession 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep 
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 

 
17U Girls Age Goalkeeper Session Topics 

 
Session Name Session Topic 

Outdoor Training 4 Basic ball handling and footwork. Positioning relative to formation/style of play 
Outdoor Training 5 Dealing with med/high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 6 Where to receive, distribution to build the attack, shot stopping,  
Outdoor Training 7 Distribution with feet & hands to build the attack, shot stopping, second save 
Outdoor Training 8 Dealing with crosses, angles of play 

Outdoor Training 9 
Shot stopping into distribution: Transition between phases of play, dictating the team 
rhythm  

Outdoor Training 10 1v1’s, stalking, breakaway saves 
Outdoor Training 11 Dealing with high balls. Positioning and communication with defensive line 
Outdoor Training 12 Restarts and team organization 
Outdoor Training 13 Season review and final tournament prep   
Outdoor Training 14 Camp preparation topics 
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MARYLAND STATE ODP System of Play 
 
The Maryland State ODP will adopt a program-wide system of play.  Consistent with Region I, 
the U13-U17 program formation will be the 1-4-3-3.  Individual teams will have the freedom to 
adjust the formation and the application of the formation to meet the needs of the team and the 
challenges of the game.  However, each team will use the 1-4-3-3 as a starting point for their 
play including using the numbering system as defined by the United States Soccer Federation 
(USSF). 
 
The U12 program formation will be 1-3-2-3 and the coaches will focus on relating these 
positional roles to the full-sided formation. 
 
The style of play for the Maryland State ODP within the 1-4-3-3 will be as follows: 
 

1. Goalkeeper – As the final defender, the goalkeeper must be connected to the back line 
of defenders. This will require the goalkeeper to move off the goal line and be within 
“playing distance” of the backline of defenders.  Goalkeepers must be comfortable 
receiving back passes with their lower and upper body and completing passes with both 
of their feet.  Meanwhile, the goalkeeper must be in continuous communication with the 
backline of defenders, as well as the rest of the team.     
 

2. Defenders – The backline of defenders will play a “flat back 4” formation that employs a 
zonal defending concept.  The central defenders will work to always balance the team’s 
defensive shape by keeping proper distance from other players by either squeezing 
space or backing up to maintain shape.  The central players must have great technical 
abilities to receive balls with all surfaces of their body, make passes with both feet and 
be able to drive a ball long distance accurately.  Furthermore, the central defenders must 
be very good in the air and be able win a variety of head balls.  The outside defenders 
must be agile and fast as they will be required to keep the defensive shape by closing 
space behind the midfielders on the ball sides and keep team defensive balance by 
dropping back to deep cover positions when on the weak side of the ball.  In a similar 
way as the central defenders, the outside defenders must have strong technical skills, 
receiving and making passes, but they also must be willing to move forward on the 
attack and become additional midfielders when moving the ball forward. 

 
3. Holding Midfielders – The holding midfielders serve as a protective buffer in front of the 

central defenders.  Holding midfielders work to close the space in front of the backline by 
tracking players that are 10-15 yards in front of the backline.  The holding midfielders 
must be fit and able to move with the opposing speedy strikers and midfielders and they 
must have good tacking skills.  They must also be very good at initiating the counter 
attack after they have successfully broken up the opposition’s attack by being able to 
make a variety of short and long passes to their fellow teammates.  When on the attack, 
the holding midfielders are another layer of central playmakers for the team.  Much of 
the team’s passing and build up will go through them. 
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4. Midfielders – The midfielders must be versatile players who are comfortable with 
moving forward or backwards in the formation.  The central midfielder must be a 
playmaker that is comfortable with playing in the center of the park and having the play 
of the team going on all around them and be connection between the defensive players 
with the frontline of the team.  There will be times when the central midfielder may need 
to move forward to become more of a recessed striker and be the connection to the 
strikers. 

 
5. Striker – The wing strikers must be quick players who can get up and down the flanks of 

the field.  It will be their responsibility to get forward and flood attacking zones to give the 
team greater attacking height and options.  Wing strikers must be 1v.1 artists so that 
they may breakdown the flank defenders and always be working to get behind the 
defensive line.  Once they have worked behind the defensive line, they must be good 
servers of the ball into the penalty box or other dangerous positions.  Crossing and 
heading technical skills will be very important. The central striker must be fast and tough 
as they will start as the only players in the forward advances of the team’s shape.  They 
must be comfortable with receiving and playing balls with their back to goal and use their 
position to play balls onto the forward advancing midfield and outside defenders in order 
to maintain position of the ball.  Once the striker has connected with supporting players 
(wings, midfielders or defenders), they must immediately work to get behind the back 
defensive line.  This can be done through combination play or penetrating passes.  The 
striker must be an efficient and effective finisher, both with their feet and head. 
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Maryland State ODP Style of Play 
 
 

I. Offensive Style of Play 
The Maryland State ODP teams will employ a style of attacking play that is founded on 
passing patterns and building play to unbalance the opponent.  When Maryland wins the 
ball, a series of short passes to move the ball to an open portion of the field and shift the 
opposition defense.  At that point, attacking players will search for dangerous service 
forward that bypasses a large portion of the opposition’s defense.  A passing pattern of 
short and long passes to switch the field is the general rhythm to the attack.  The 
Maryland State ODP’s system of play (1-4-3-3) is designed to have 4 layers of players 
that can stretch out the opposition’s defensive shape and can find the gaps in the 
defense.   
 
The defining principle behind the style of play is possession that changes points of 
attack as quickly as possible.  That being said, the Maryland State ODP style of play is 
not to be reduced to “kick and run”, but rather a smart and methodical approach to 
breaking through the defensive shape.  The passes can originate from any position and 
can be directed to either the strikers or the midfielders.  It is most critical that the 
Maryland players find the “open player” in their probing passes forward. 

 
 

II. Defensive Style of Play 
The Maryland State ODP teams will employ a style of defending that is based on 
defending the ball and the immediate problem.  Maryland State ODP teams will work 
hard to get numbers behind the ball and then apply pressure to the attacker with the ball.  
The teams will use sound zonal defending principles to limit attacking space and options.  
Employing the defensive principles (immediate chase, pressure, cover and balance), the 
team will work to close down the opponents attack to create turnovers allowing them to 
build their own offense.  Maryland State ODP teams will establish a confrontation line 
that is at least at midfield, but are able to push the line up when situations dictate such 
changes.   
 
There will be times when Maryland State ODP will face superior opponents, both in skills 
and speed, and the team will have to retreat and create a confrontation line that is closer 
to the Maryland goal.  However, such tactics must be used sparingly as it creates 
negative team moral. Instead, delay-high-pressure tactics need to be employed like they 
are traps that can catch the opposition unprepared.   
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Ultimately, defending is hard work and requires focus by the team.  These traits of a 
good defending team are based solely on effort and a dedicated team, not technical 
skills.  Therefore, Maryland State ODP teams can always be good defending teams if 
they set their mind to the tasks at hand.  It is up to the Maryland State ODP coaching 
staff to hold the players to a higher standard.  The Maryland State ODP must believe in 
its ability to defend and that starts with a dedication to immediate pressure on the ball. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This curriculum was created and edited by MSYSA Leadership. Special thanks to the New Hampshire Soccer Association and 
Georgia Soccer for sharing their curriculums with MSYSA.



 

 

 


